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Our annual convention provides unique opportunities for members to connect with other professionals and obtain information needed to succeed in all areas of our ever changing industry. Leadership development is an integral part of perpetuation of the insurance and risk management industries. We are recognized for the development of leadership skills that members utilize in their professional careers.

For more than 70 years IAIP has been serving our members by providing professional education, an environment in which to build business alliances and the opportunity to make connections with people of differing career paths in the insurance and risk management industries. We are dedicated to professional development through innovative education programs and meetings offered at the local, state, regional and international levels.

“The keynote speakers at the conference were phenomenal. People don’t realize the impact of these conventions. The conversations, feedback, thoughts that are developed from this conference are all things people can take back. After dispersing from a national convention, the inspiration and the desire to make a difference from one convention can spread!”
- Kate Hill

“What was most valuable about my experience? Connecting with members. We have a great group and the excitement is always energizing. I think the format was wonderful. It was a pleasure to see the added value of the meetings. The business was completed in an organized, compact fashion giving us time to network and add value to our lives and careers through the events and speakers.”
- Chris Kelly-Storbeck

Participation in IAIP’s 74th Annual Convention is an investment in professional development and in the insurance and risk management industry.

insuranceprofessionals.org/page/conv_info